WRITE AHEAD LOG EXAMPLE MATH
I implemented write ahead logging, allowing recovery of the in-memory state upon server restart. While the idea itself is
really simple.

This works by storing offsets in a stream keyed by consumer. Though the new format is a little complicated
for us, it is well-designed for the parser of the resource managers, and also size of many types of XLOG
records is usually smaller than the previous one. As in Kafka, we also support a fourth kind: key compaction.
In version 9. Jetstream is merely a consumer of NATS. And now, due to user activity PostgreSQL has to load
another page to get data from it. During a take, a pointer is removed from the queue. The log records
information about transactions so we can restore our system to a consistent state. The first thing is how
PostgreSQL begin the recovery process. Each transaction has a unique transaction id, and each event has a
unique sequence number. You filled them all, and checkpoint is called. In the above example, commit action
has caused the writing of XLOG records into the WAL segment, but such writing may be caused when any
one of the following occurs: One running transaction has committed or has aborted. Continuous Archiving and
Archive Logs Continuous Archiving is a feature that copies WAL segment files to archival area at the time
when WAL segment switches, and is performed by the archiver background process. July Learn how and
when to remove this template message In computer science , write-ahead logging WAL is a family of
techniques for providing atomicity and durability two of the ACID properties in database systems. For
improved performance, the client library should only periodically checkpoint this offset. The main advantage
of doing updates in-place is that it reduces the need to modify indexes and block lists. For each stream, we
maintain an in-sync replica set ISR , which is all of the replicas currently up to date at stream creation time,
this is all of the replicas. The leader begins sequencing messages from NATS and writes them to the log
uncommitted. If the leader fails, any replica in the ISR can take its place. Like the undo log, the changes are
idempotent so repeated calls are fine. There is no special protocol needed for Jetstream to process messages.
With the undo log in place, how do we recovery from failure? Streams provide the unit of storage and
scalability in Jetstream. In the example queue above, a checkpoint occurs after the commit of transaction 1
resulting in the queue being saved to disk with both events "a" and "b" and a sequence number of 4. What's
more, the physical backup doesn't have to be an instantaneous snapshot of the database state â€” if it is made
over some period of time, then replaying the WAL log for that period will fix any internal inconsistencies.
This solves the issue of buffering our output. Instead of undoing a change we will record information the new
value v so we can rerun transactions, reapplying the change if necessary. With this, we get wildcards for free
since streams are bound to NATS subjects. We may want to buffer the output until a convenient time.
Otherwise we would need a change to the NATS protocol itself. Third, NATS Streaming currently lacks a
compelling story around linear scaling other than running multiple clusters and partitioning channels among
them at the application level. Now, next part of the jigsaw â€” wal segments. On the basis of this comparison,
the program could decide to undo what it had started, complete what it had started, or keep things as they are.
Data in real file didn't get damaged, and your program just has to be smart enough to ignore not-fully written
log entries. The size of new checkpoint is greater than the previous one, but it contains more variables. There
are some trade-offs to this, however, which we will discuss in a bit. Enter the redo log. We read the undo log
from the end most recently written record to the start and find incomplete transactions. When a XLOG record
is replayed and if it is a backup block, it will be overwritten on the corresponding table's page regardless of its
LSN. If the amount of WAL data writing has constantly increased, the estimated number of the WAL segment
files as well as the total size of WAL files also gradually increase. Before we will go into what it is, let's think
about theoretical scenario. If a failed replica catches back up, it rejoins the ISR. So far, I hope, it's pretty clear.
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